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CLARK COUNTY CORRECTION FACILITY ADVISORY COMMISSION 
 

Clark County Council Chambers 
Public Service Center 
1300 Franklin Street 

 
October 23, 2018 
3:00pm – 6:00pm 

 
AGENDA  

 
 

1. Welcome / Opening Remarks  Chair Pridemore 

2. Review Minutes from July 24 and September 11 Meetings Chair Pridemore 

3. Agenda Review and Meeting Objectives  Erik Jensen, Jensen Strategies 

4. Recommendation Presentations from Subcommittee Chairs 

a. Social Services Support Subcommittee Vanessa Gaston 

b. Law Enforcement Subcommittee Chief Richardson and Chief McElvain 

c. Judicial Subcommittee Judge Osler 

5. BREAK  

6. CFAC Discussion Regarding Subcommittee Recommendations Jensen 

7. Deliberation and Decision on Alternative Baselines: Jensen 

a. Jail Capacity; 

b. Additional Space Needs; and 

c. Design Assumptions 

8. Closing Remarks Chair Pridemore 
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CLARK COUNTY CORRECTION FACILITY ADVISORY COMMISSION 
 

Clark County Council Chambers 
Public Service Center 
1300 Franklin Street 

 
July 24, 2018 

3:00pm – 6:00pm 
 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Attendance 
Commission: Commission Chair Craig Pridemore (At-Large), Vice Chair Chief James McElvain 
(City of Vancouver), Kate Budd (Council for the Homeless), Louis Byrd (Byrd Legal Servics), 
Carmen Carabello (Esther Short Neighborhood Association), Bob Carroll (IBEW), Judge Scott 
Collier (Clark County Superior Court), Roger Entrekin (County Neighborhood), Tony Golik (Clark 
County), Eric Holmes (City of Vancouver), Mayor Ann McEnery-Ogle (City of Vancouver), Dr. 
Alan Melnick (Clark County), Judge Kelli Osler (Clark County District Court), Chief Bob 
Richardson (City of Battleground), Councilor Melissa Smith (City of Camas), Steve Stuart (City of 
Ridgefield) 
 
Officials/Staff/Interested Parties: County Chair Marc Boldt (Clark County), Mike Bomar (Port of 
Vancouver), Sean Philbrook (ICC), Eric Holt, Marlia Jenkins (Clark County), Chief Ric Bishop 
(Clark County), Erik Jensen (Jensen Strategies), Alice Cannon (Jensen Strategies), Ann Kuan 
(Jensen Strategies) 
 
Welcome/Opening Remarks 
The meeting was opened at 3:04 p.m. by Chair Pridemore. Meeting minutes from the June 10th 
meeting were unanimously approved by the Commission.  
 
Agenda Review and Meeting Objectives  
Erik Jensen provided context for where the Commission is progressing in the work plan. 
Previous meetings focused on sharing data and background information. Now, the Commission 
will be creating criteria to guide the recommendations.      

Public Opinion Survey (Note: After Commission discussion, staff and the CFAC Steering 
Committee decided to postpone the survey until later in the process. The minutes reflect the 
discussion that led to this decision.) 
  
Marlia reviewed information about a public opinion survey, scheduled to be distributed in 
August. 
 

• DHM Research is the contractor helping with the survey  

• Two surveys will be conducted: 
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1. Scientific Survey - A selected sample of Clark County residents will be 
interviewed via phone to ensure responses from an evenly diverse group. This 
survey will run from August 1st for approximately two weeks.  

2. Community Survey – This survey will be available as a link on the Clark County 
website, and anyone is welcome to participate. It will be available 
approximately August 13th to August 31st . This survey will be advertised through 
various channels such as the county website, The Columbian, and paid social 
media advertising. 

• The survey results will be ready by the September 11th meeting  
 
Q & A from Commission Members: 
 
Q: Can the Commission review the community survey before it is sent out?  

A: The survey was designed to address questions requested by the County Council. The 
Commission’s general input to date was considered when designing the questions.   

  
Q: Are some of the questions asking what kind of components of the jail the public would          
support more or less? 

A: It’s not asking “Would you support ‘x’?”. The questions will be phrased as, “Do you 
believe it is important for our jail to have ‘x’?”.   

 
Q: What are some of the informational components you’re asking? Is the cost component          
included? 

A: Yes, cost is included. The way that question would be phrased is, “We currently think 
the maximum amount this facility could cost is ‘x’. Would you be supportive of it?”.  

 
Q: Does it ask about alternate locations? 
 A: No 
 
Q: Commissioners expressed questions about establishing a single price point and location, 
then a lot of work that the Commission is doing will potentially be less valuable in helping                     
determine a solution. Furthermore, the community survey may be less valuable because it 
doesn’t determine what is the “sweet spot” for the price.  

A: We had discussion on whether the survey should bring forth multiple price points, 
but the consultants believe giving the highest price point would be the best method. 
The survey also doesn’t definitively say it will be at a site. 
  

Q: Do you have any information on the methodology of the survey? What was used to create 
the questions?  

A: We made sure the consultants had access to all the materials this Commission was 
provided, such as the background studies and information from the press. Furthermore, 
they do work for local police departments so they have context of what is going on in 
the area. We did not develop the survey, the consultants did. One thing we are testing 
for is whether this Commission’s values line up with the community’s.  
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Q: What’s the significance of doing the scientific survey if the online one is similar? 

A: The scientific survey should give us a scientific sample, so it would be a more 
objective result. The online survey gives anyone who wants to, the opportunity to 
participate.  

 
Q: Will the scientific survey have more weight to it? 
 A: The scientific survey is generally accepted to be more valid.  
 
Q: It seems a bit out of order to be doing a survey of this nature now because there’s no doubt    
that we need a jail, and now we are asking citizens how much they’re willing to pay to make   
that happen. If the community comes back and says they do not want to pay for this jail and 
they don’t want it to be built, then what do we do?  
 A: This survey is more of a political reality check.  
 
Chair Pridemore clarified the survey was commissioned by the County Council, not the CFAC. 
While the survey results will inform the CFAC’s recommendation, the County Council requested 
the survey to help them decide whether to place a jail bond measure or a future ballot.  
 
Cost Information Update (31.09) 
 

• The County Council has hired a financial advisor, PFM Financial. They have worked with 
the County on a variety of projects.  

• The firm is developing the financing options for the facility as well as a summary of 
operating costs. The report will review costs typically associated with modern jails. 

• The report should be ready in time for the Commission’s 9/11 meeting.  
 
Q&A from Commission Members: 
 
Q: Assuming we are also looking at alternatives separate from the proposed master plan, I  
imagine these alternatives have vastly different costs. Will PFM consider these differences?          
And will life cycle costs be included? 

A: Because the alternatives haven’t yet been defined, only generic operating costs will       
be developed that can be applied to all alternatives. Life cycle costs are not included in    
the current scope since the alternatives would need to be defined to create these.  

 
Comment: The consultant’s analysis will be very valuable to this group since it will help us 
better evaluate the costs. Our request is that they do not define the alternatives they are 
evaluating.  
 
Comment: I believe the CFAC should be defining the alternatives and question whether that is 
part of the future process.   
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Jensen said the Commission has been moving forward with an intent to meet the November 
deadline. However, with the issues and concerns that have been brought up today, this timeline 
may change. He noted his team will be meeting with the Steering Committee soon to decide on 
how this process should move forward.    
 
Criteria Development Exercise  
 
The Commission was split into four groups. Each group developed ten total criteria they 
believed were important in guiding decision-making. These criteria were guided by: 

1. CFAC Values to Guide Recommendations 
2. CFAC Discussion Parameters 

 
The Commission was asked to categorize the criteria in the following five categories: 

1. Improved Facility Design 
2. Jail Capacity 
3. Services to Support the Jail (internal and external) 
4. Fiscal Stewardship 
5. Community 

 
Green Group 
 
Jail Capacity 

• Maximize diversion opportunities 

• Meet or exceed current demands- yet build for expandable bed configurations and/or 
other needs. (Pods?) 
 

Service to Support Jails 

• Mental health, substance abuse, housing, education, job trainings, court accessibility 
and safety for ALL 

• Facilitates delivery of services 

• Incorporating best practices for space to meet adequate needs for jail inmates and 
service providers 

 
Facility Design 

• Maximize use of technology 

• Minimize future costs of court houses by adding more video conferencing for some 
judges 

• Process improvements for efficiency during initial processing 
  
Fiscal Stewardship 

• Minimize operation costs 

• Construct a jail for longevity/resilience 
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Community 

• Design compatibility 

• Affordable 

• Does the public think it is necessary? 

• Public safety is the number one priority 
 
Blue Group 
 
Jail Capacity 

• Who is in the jail 

• What alternatives are/can be available 

• DUI detention center 

• Mental Health 

• Low level crime 

• Diversion 
 
Facility Design 

• Physical space 

• Medical (detox, mental health) 

• Re-entry area 

• Courtroom in jail? 

• Post-conviction sent out 

• Appearance 
 
Services 

• Integrate with providers in community 

• Have space available for outsiders to visit 

• Medicare waiver allows continuity of care  

• Continue jail re-entry 

• Have mental health professionals partner with law enforcement 
 
Fiscal Stewardship 

• Cost analysis of jails versus crisis facility or other alternatives 

• Prudence does not equal cheapest 

• Efficiency and evidence-based practices 

• Prevention 

• Healthy environment for staff and inmates 
 
Community 

• Safety upon release 

• Support for alternatives versus just larger facility 
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• Educate voters, give them data 
Red Group 
 
Jail Facility Design 

• Can it adjust for varying criminality levels? (include diversion) 

• Can additional efficiencies be met through multi-sites throughout the county? 

• Does the jail facility meet the whole person needs of the inmates? 

• Are staff safe in the environment regardless of location? 
 
Jail Capacity 

• Will it last 30-50 years? 

• Will it allow for flexibility of needs and best practices? 

• Is it environmentally friendly? 

• Will it allow for increased diversion programming? 

• Can capacity be best met by multi-sites? 
 
Services 

• Is diversion an option to those the judge deems eligible? 

• Are the basic needs of inmates humanely met? 

• Is a thorough assessment of needs/barriers conducted to best meet needs? 

• Are inmates being released to housing? Are connections to external services being made 
(re-entry connections) 

 
Fiscal Stewardship 

• Can ongoing operation and maintenance costs be met after it is built? Wapato is a 
failing example 

• Will the design grow to the projected need? 

• Is the financing plan transparent? 

• Can costs saved through diversion/housing be quantified to share cost saving? 
 
Community 

• Is the location palatable? 
 
Yellow Group 
 
Jail Capacity 

• Flexible and scalable to accommodate future space and service needs 

• Safe for inmates and staff 
 
Jail Facility Design 

• Support connections between inmates, staff, support, families, and services 

• Location that is accessible while minimizing negative impacts and maximizes 
compatibility with the surrounding area 
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Services 

• Fiscal prudence  

• Sustainable and resilient capital and operating costs 
 
Fiscal Stewardship 

• Adequately funding to maintain the facility functions AND services, even in down time 
 
Community 

• Most cost effective solution to create a safe ad humane environment and keep people 
who “should” be in jail off the streets 

 
After the exercise was completed, Jensen thanked the group for their hard work. Jensen said 
the individual group notes will be consolidated by the Jensen team. The Commission will see a 
draft of the criteria at the September 11 meeting.  
 
Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned by Chair Pridemore at 6:00 p.m.  
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CLARK COUNTY CORRECTION FACILITY ADVISORY COMMISSION 
 

Clark County Council Chambers 
Public Service Center 
1300 Franklin Street 

 
September 11th, 2018 

3:00pm – 6:00pm 
 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Attendance 
Commission: Commission Chair Craig Pridemore (At-Large), Vice Chair Chief James McElvain 
(City of Vancouver), Louis Byrd (Byrd Legal Servics), Carmen Carabello (Esther Short 
Neighborhood Association), Mayor Ann McEnery-Ogle (City of Vancouver), Dr. Alan Melnick 
(Clark County), Judge Kelli Osler (Clark County District Court), Chief Bob Richardson (City of 
Battleground), Councilor Melissa Smith (City of Camas),  
 
Officials/Staff/Interested Parties: County Chair Marc Boldt (Clark County), Mike Bomar (Port of 
Vancouver), Sean Philbrook (ICC), Eric Holt, Marlia Jenkins (Clark County), Chief Ric Bishop 
(Clark County), Erik Jensen (Jensen Strategies), Alice Cannon (Jensen Strategies), Ann Kuan 
(Jensen Strategies) 
 
Welcome/Opening Remarks 
The meeting was opened at 3:00 p.m. by Chair Pridemore. Approval of 8/24 meeting minutes 
will be postponed till the next meeting.   
 
Agenda Review and Meeting Objectives  
Erik Jensen reiterated that the revising process resulted from feedback received at the 7/24/18 
meeting. The revision details will be covered later in the meeting.       

Data Report on Jail Population Composition – Ric Bishop  
 
Chief Bishop discussed trends and key points he found in the handout.  
 

• The total jail population in January 2018 was lower than January 2017 by 75 people. 
This is possibly due to the jail changing the booking management strategy, which 
affects the type of offenders they accept. Misdemeanors are now rarely accepted. 
Some sentences were also shortened, reducing the length of stay.   

o Q: What is the total capacity of the jail?  
A: 590 

o Q: What is the reason for the decline in population around December 2017 and 
January 2018?  
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A: There tends to be a seasonal decline in the summer because the judges are 
releasing more people. In the fall it rises, and in the winter, it declines again. 
 

• In September 2017, there were 51 fewer intakes than July 2018, yet the population was 
greater by 10. When intake goes up, and population goes down, it is typically the result 
of length of stay. What happens is the judges will sentence people based on the current 
jail population, so if the population is higher, intake is lower, and vise versa. There may 
be other factors as well that affect this relationship.  

o Q: Do you have information on the median length of stay rather than the mean?  
A: We can get that information for you.  

o Q: As the courts look at the jail population and send people in, is there a relief in 
the system to regulate the jail population? For example, a shorter sentence 
means they get out earlier?  
A: We have not encountered a situation yet where we have fully maxed our 
capacity, but if needed there is relief.  

o Q: Can we get data on how many people are released early, and how early?  
A: Yes we can get that information.  

o Q: Something we have talked about in this group is bail being a barrier for some 
people. Can we get a breakdown of the types of bail and roughly how much they 
are? There could be a population that is only in jail because they couldn’t afford 
bail.  
A: It’s a bit difficult since bail costs have a huge range, but we will try to get that 

information extracted.  
 

• Currently, in the jail, the largest population are inmates whose highest charge is drug 
use. Therefore, when it comes to managing the jail population, this is the population I 
would focus on reducing.  

 
Chief Bishop will be providing another round of data, so he suggests Commission members 
send him any information requests. The jail’s population seasonally increases in October, so 
Chief Bishop will provide another updated data analysis then.  
 
Revised CFAC Work Plan and Schedule  
 
Erik Jensen explained the work plan and schedule updates since the last meeting. The deadline 
has been extended to April 2019. The objective of this new work plan is to ensure it addresses 
the concerns discussed at the last meeting while reaching a timely and tangible outcome.  
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Discuss Alternative Baselines and Seek Agreement on Overall Need Baseline 
 
These Alternative Baselines will be used in developing and assessing alternatives. They are 
categorized by the following five categories: 
 

1. Overall Need for a jail  
2. Capacity  
3. Additional Space Needs 
4. Design Assumptions 
5. Location  

 
Members of the Commission had the following edit suggestions for the Baselines: 

• Add courtrooms in the “Additional Space Needs” category 

• If the jail is to be connected to the courthouse, there should be added security  

• Add other services related to diversion techniques 

• Clarify that “Additions/Other Services” do not necessary need to be in the jail 
 
After these edits, the CFAC Members unanimously agreed on the “Overall Need for the Jail” 
Baseline. The subcommittees can now begin to work on the Capacity and Additional Space 
Needs sections.  
 
Proposed Subcommittee Structure, Composition, and Schedule 
 
The Commission will be split into three subcommittees based off their area of expertise. The 
three categories are as followed: 
 

1. Law Enforcement 
2. Judicial 
3. Community Service Support 

 
Each subcommittee is to do research and answer the guiding questions provided in the 
handout, then present their findings to the CFAC at the October 23rd meeting. Jensen Strategies 
will assist the subcommittees in scheduling meetings, facilitating, and providing an outline to 
follow for the final report. All CFAC members are welcome to attend the subcommittee 
meetings. Non-CFAC experts are encouraged to provide their expertise as well.   
 
Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned by Chair Pridemore at 4:50 p.m.  
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Clark County Correction Facility Advisory Commission 
Social Service Support Subcommittee Recommendation  

 

 
 
The Social Services Support Subcommittee recommends a jail population 

reduction of: 
 
Inmates with behavioral health disorders and/or homeless through recidivism. 
This reduction would occur over time following implementation of supporting 
programs and practices.  
 
List Programs/Practices Needed to Ensure Capacity Reductions are Achieved: 
 
The recommendation is focused on reducing recidivism with the understanding there will 
always be some inmates arrested who are homeless and may have behavioral health disorders 
in need of services:  

• Continue and expand Medication Assisted Treatment for Opioid use. 
 
• If not current practice, establish medication management for people prescribed antipsychotic 

drugs for mental health disorders that include expanding the formulary and waiving the co-
pays.  Need to start practice of asking all inmates if they will sign a confidentiality release 
form to allow jail medical provider to get health information from community providers. 
 

1. Capacity Recommendation and Other Considerations 
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• Jail social workers need to partner with community providers to allow them to work with 
inmates prior to release to start the process to reinstate, reapply or apply for Apple Health 
Medicaid so benefits can begin soon after release. 
 

• Need to have a stronger partnership with provider who operates jail transition program to 
help with a smoother transition once someone is released from jail. 
 

• Need to expand work re-entry program or allow community-based providers to come into the 
jail and work more closely with people ready for release whether someone is in the work re-
entry program or not.   
 

• Continue to employ a certified Chemical Dependency Professional in the re-entry program to 
assist with assessments. 
 

• Post release need a stronger case management-peer support program that has greater 
access to inmates immediately pre-release/pre-sentencing. So something where they build 
connections pre-release and then have immediate contact post-release. Recommend 
expanding CVAB’s ReachToo program. 
 

• Consider site-based or scattered-site transitional housing. Take over something like the Value 
Inn and make it a halfway house for individuals releasing back into our community. Voucher 
or rent supported, some services on site (or mobile services), abstinence only and a separate 
housing first model, etc. Referrals to housing program would come from Reentry/Clark 
County Probation/DOC. The housing is the most important thing to stabilize folks that want 
to make changes, and homelessness is a primary barrier to engaging in 
employment/treatment services.  Focus should also include increasing permanent 
supportive housing for this population. 
 

• Consider the use of therapy dogs for inmates remaining in jail longer and in need of mental 
health treatment. Expand JWC to include prison dog training programs with community 
partnerships such as Humane Society for Southwest Washington and consider pet services 
to locals for vocational training (kennel and spa- good opportunity with downtown growth). 
Known benefits include reduced recidivism, decreased depression, decreased aggression, 
improved social sensitivity, decreased blood pressure and anxiety, and improved morale for 
both inmates and staff. 
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• Establish a data sharing agreement between jail and homeless providers to share data on 

when someone is booked or released.  Establish a practice where jail staff contact assigned 
homeless provider to notify of inmate releases to allow for warm hand-off for coordination of 
services to eliminate discharging to the street into homelessness and stop the practice of 
releasing in the middle of the night. 
 

• Council for the Homeless Coordinated Entry staff should be in the jail to conduct the 
eligibility and vulnerability assessments of inmates prior to release so they can have access 
to shelter, waiting list for housing or get into housing or at a minimum go through diversion. 
 

• Request Judges to expand or enhance the work release program working closely with 
community-based providers so that inmates can search during the day for jobs and housing 
or receive behavioral health treatment but are housed in the jail at night until their release.   
 

• Need to expand and enhance mental health treatment for inmates with longer stays – need 
to review data to determine need and type of treatment. 
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Subcommittee Assignment:  
Based on Subcommittee’s Capacity Recommendation, list additional jail space 
needs to ensure success for the recommendation.  
  
Subcommittee’s “Additional Jail Space Need” List: 

• Recommend creating more space for booking and intake areas that include some multi-
purpose offices to allow for variety of services and assessments to be completed. 

 
• Create storage space for supplies for community-based providers that provide services 

in the jail.  
 
• Create private confidential space near booking/intake area for private screenings and 

assessments. 
 
• Create two negative pressure rooms for communicable diseases. 
 
• Recommend the direct supervision jail model with limited indirect supervision units 

available for certain inmate populations that pose a danger and risk.   
 
• Create multi-purpose rooms for each unit and the clearance should be at the minimum 

level for providers to access.  Some rooms should be designated for service delivery. 
 
• Recommend enhancing defense attorney space to allow for effective communication. 
 
• Create confidential space next to living units for medicated assisted treatment services. 
 
• Create three group rooms for the entire jail that can be used for multiple purposes. 
 
• Create a separate private area with rooms for suicide threats or attempts that’s not 

located near booking or intake area. 

2. Additional Space Need Recommendation and Other Considerations 
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• If re-entry model is not available for all inmates to access and receive services, then it is 

recommended to create a separate pod for the re-entry program. 
 
• Create a separate sobering unit from an acute detox unit – need to collect data to 

determine how many beds are actually needed for acute detox. 
 
• Consider creating separate mental health units that are gender specific for inmates with 

longer stays and diagnosed with mental health disorders- need to review data to 
determine how many beds are needed. 

 
• Recommend unit with medical beds for inmates that are non-ambulatory due to medical 

conditions – need to review data to determine need for how many beds. 
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Subcommittee Assignment:  
Outline Design Assumptions that will contribute to the success of your capacity 
recommendation. 
 
Subcommittee’s “Design Assumptions” List: 
• Create Therapy Garden for inmates needing behavioral health treatment locate in the 

minimum or medium units. Expand JWC vocational training food production and landscaping 
programs (re-entry/work release) to include gardening and horticultural therapy. Benefits 
include reduced recidivism, decreased depression, increased mental health and decreased 
stress among inmates and staff. Inmates involved in program obtain vocational training and 
hands-on skill development as well as learn endurance, patience, and goal setting. 

o Gardening/urban farming training program can create food to be consumed by 
inmates or donated to the needy.  

o Plants can be used throughout the facility to create therapeutic environments for 
both inmates and staff. 

 
• Use different furniture for minimum and medium units that are more conducive to recovery. 
 
• Have exam rooms for medical staff be located separately from intake and booking area. 

 
• Consider warm colors and sound proofing area with an open concept design where inmates 

with mental health disorders will be housed. 
  

3. Design Assumption Recommendations and Other Considerations 
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Initial Subcommittee Discussion Questions  
 
Social Service Support Subcommittee: 
The Social Service Support Subcommittee will discuss practices in the field, in jail, and at time of 
release. The focus should be on recommendations relating to services.  

 
The three primary questions to address are: 

 

 
 

• Continue and expand Medication Assisted Treatment for Opioid use. 
• If not current practice, establish medication management for people prescribed antipsychotic 

drugs for mental health disorders that include expanding the formulary and waiving the co-
pays.  Need to start practice of asking all inmates if they will sign a confidentiality release 
form to allow jail medical provider to get health information from community providers.   

• Jail social workers need to partner with community providers to allow them to work with 
inmates prior to release to start the process to reinstate, reapply or apply for Apple Health 
Medicaid, Social Security benefits, DSHS benefits, etc. so benefits can begin soon after 
release to include people living in Oregon. 

• Need to have a stronger partnership with provider who operates jail transition program to 
help with a smoother transition once someone is released from jail. 

• Need to expand work re-entry program or allow community-based providers to come into the 
jail and work more closely with people ready for release whether someone is in the work re-
entry program or not.   

• Consider the use of therapy dogs for inmates remaining in jail longer and in need of mental 
health treatment. 

• Post release need a stronger case management program that has greater access to inmates 
immediately pre-release/pre-sentencing. So something where they build connections pre-
release and then have immediate contact post-release. Recommend expanding CVAB’s 
ReachToo program. 

1. How can access to services be improved in jail and upon release to 
reduce recidivism? 
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• Need to expand and enhance mental health treatment for inmates with longer stays – need 
to review data to determine need and type of treatment. 

 

 
 

Homelessness: 

• Establish a data sharing agreement between jail and homeless providers to share data on 
when someone is booked or released.  Establish a practice where jail staff contact 
assigned homeless provider to notify of inmate releases to allow for warm hand-off for 
coordination of services to eliminate discharging to the street into homelessness and 
stop the practice of releasing in the middle of the night. 

 
• Council for the Homeless Coordinated Entry staff should be in the jail to conduct the 

eligibility and vulnerability assessments of inmates prior to release so they can have 
access to shelter, priority pools for housing or get into housing or at a minimum go 
through diversion. 

 
• Request Judges to expand or enhance the work release program working closely with 

community-based providers so that inmates can search during the day for jobs and 
housing or receive behavioral health treatment but are housed in the jail at night until 
their release.   

 
• Consider site-based or scattered-site transitional housing. Take over something like the 

Value Inn and make it a halfway house for individuals releasing back into our community. 
Voucher or rent supported, some services on site (or mobile services), abstinence only 
and a separate housing first model, etc. Referrals to housing program would come from 
Reentry/Clark County Probation/DOC. The housing is the most important thing to 
stabilize folks that want to make changes, and homelessness is a primary barrier to 
engaging in employment/treatment services.  Focus should also include increasing 
permanent supportive housing for this population. 

2. What are some viable local approaches to address homelessness and 
drug addiction within the corrections system? 
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Substance Use Disorders: 

• Continue and expand Medication Assisted Treatment for Opioid use. 
 

• Continue to employ a certified Chemical Dependency Professional in the re-entry program to 
assist with assessments. 
 

• Establish a separate sobering area for inmates not in need of medical assistance. 
 

• Establish an acute detox program – currently data does not exist to determine how many 
beds are actually needed – need to try and collect and review this data. 
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• Create a separate sobering unit from an acute detox unit. 
 
• Create confidential space next to living units for medicated assisted treatment services. 

 
• Create 3 group rooms for the entire jail that can be used for multiple purposes. 

 
• Create separate multi-purpose confidential office space for providers needing privacy.   

 
• Create a separate private area with rooms for suicide threats or attempts that’s not located 

near booking or intake area. 
 

• Create private confidential space near booking/intake area for private screenings and 
assessments. 
 

• Consider creating separate mental health units that are gender specific for inmates with 
longer stays and diagnosed with mental health disorders- need to review data to determine 
how many beds are needed. 

  

3. How can jail space be designed and improved to make the jail more 
conducive to successful discharge and reduced recidivism? 
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Clark County Correction Facility Advisory Commission 
Law Enforcement Subcommittee Recommendation 

 
 

 
 
The subcommittee recommends a jail population reduction of 4%, based on 
potential policy and field practice changes.  

 

List Programs/Field Practices Needed to Ensure Capacity Reductions are 
Achieved: 
 
A. Programs are necessary for persons suffering drug, alcohol, and mental health issues to 

provide resources to officers in lieu of booking and reduce recidivism.  
 
B. For misdemeanor crimes, only book for misdemeanor crimes that are mandatory book. 

Exceptions could be made for crimes where the officer feels the crime will continue is if the 
suspect is not removed from the location. 
 

C. Class C felony offenses for drug possession. Have services in place that allow officers to 
document the offence, seize the evidence, and release the offender at the scene, or to an 
alternative facility. The offender would be checked prior to see if they have had a prior 
referral to services. This will only work if social services are available to reach out and 
proactively follow up to ensure the offender connects with the resources and there is a 
potential criminal prosecution to encourage attendance at the time of arrest.   

1. Capacity Recommendation and Other Considerations 
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D. Secure grant funding to purchase live scan equipment for the field. This ensure that an arrest 
is entered on their criminal history and gives law enforcement the ability to confirm identity 
and fingerprint without bringing them into a secure facility. 

 
E. Allow agencies access to JSM a book and release system (other than the county JMS) so 

they can book, live-scan, and enter a digital mug shot into the system at their agency prior to 
release. This will require that agencies have a facility, training, and equipment to accomplish 
these tasks.  
 

F. There should be a countywide policy for specific lower level offenses that can be 
documented and sent to the Prosecuting Attorney for review, in lieu of arrest.  
 

 

 
 

A. Larger booking area and sally port for additional covered and secure parking to conduct 
paperwork. 

 
B. Fast track booking area for cite and release 
 
C. Interview rooms available for officers to interview suspects pre-booking 
 
D. Create satellite booking facilities to reduce workload at main jail. 

 

 
 

The Subcommittee did not have a “Design Assumptions” recommendation.  

2. Additional Space Need Recommendation and Other Considerations 

3. Design Assumption Recommendations and Other Considerations 
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Initial Subcommittee Discussion Questions 
 

 

 
 

A. For misdemeanor crimes, only book for misdemeanor crimes that are mandatory book. 
Exceptions could be made for crimes where the officer feels the crime will continue is if the 
suspect is not removed from the location. 

 

B. Class C felony offenses for drug possession. Have services in place that allow officers to 
document the offence, seize the evidence, and release the offender at the scene, or to an 
alternative facility. The offender would be checked prior to see if they have had a prior 
referral to services. This will only work if social services are available to reach out and 
proactively follow up to ensure the offender connects with the resources and there is a 
potential criminal prosecution to encourage attendance at the time of arrest.   
 
 

C. Secure grant funding to purchase live scan equipment for the field. This ensure that an arrest 
is entered on their criminal history and gives law enforcement the ability to confirm identity 
and fingerprint without bringing them into a secure facility. 

 

 
 
A. Have satellite booking facilities to reduce workload at main jail. 

 
B. Allow agencies access to JSM a book and release system (other than the county JMS) so 

they can book, live-scan, and enter a digital mug shot into the system at their agency 

1. Identify field practices that can be implemented to reduce bookings for 
lower-level offenses. 

2. Identify field practices that can be implemented to increase options for 
“book and release” for lower-level offenses. 
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prior to release. This will require that agencies have a facility, training, and equipment to 
accomplish these tasks.  

 
C. There should be a countywide policy for specific lower level offenses that can be 

documented and sent to the PA for review in lieu of arrest.  
 

 
 

A. Agencies that don’t have book in and release at policies in their agency impact the jail 
population. 

 
B. Agency policies regarding booking and sentencing and confinement of sentenced of 

individuals in facilities outside of Clark County does could potentially impact everyone 
costs for other cities. Operational costs are fixed calculated so if one agency 
reductions/increases of the jail population potentially impacts the daily jail bed day rate it 
impacts everyone’s jail fees.  

  

3. Identify individual City policies that impact the jail population. 
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Clark County Correction Facility Advisory Commission 
Judicial Subcommittee Recommendation  

 

 
 
Our subcommittee is not recommending jail population reduction at this time as there are 
currently not enough beds to process and resolve cases efficiently. District Court alone has 
issued approximately 8,000 total warrants since January of this year.  This figure does not 
include warrants also issued by Superior Court.  Warrant cases involve those individuals who 
have failed to appear for court or are not complying with the conditions of their sentence.  Many 
of these warrants include warrants issued multiple times for the same individual for the same 
case.  It is not cost effective for the Cities, the County, jail, the courts and law enforcement 
agencies to continue to use valuable resources to repeatedly recycle cases that are not reaching 
prompt resolution.  Victims of lower level property and person crimes are not getting their cases 
heard or compensated for their losses. It is also difficult to enforce current court orders when 
people don’t comply due to the lack of jail capacity. 

 
List Programs/Practices Needed to Ensure Capacity Reductions are achieved: 
 
• Although we have listed a number of points in the discussion questions that would help 

shorten jail stays, it is still the position of this subcommittee that there are currently not 
enough jail beds to serve our population  

1. Capacity Recommendation and Other Considerations 
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• Training area for officers 
• Food preparation located in the jail as opposed to transporting meals in 
• Recreational spaces for inmates 
• Adequate courtroom space located at jail would help address the major safety and shackling 

concerns of the Courthouse employees and public - may help reduce transport issues 
• Better and more ample medical facilities for those with physical and mental health needs 
• Need more attorney interview rooms – for attorneys and other partners to have contact with 

inmates 
• Ability to maintain necessary staff for direct vs. indirect supervision 

 

 
 

• Enhanced attorney space – use to have ability to walk self in as opposed to being 
escorted by staff. 

 
• Ability for attorneys to get documents or information to clients more quickly – skype and 

iPads were mentioned (have to weigh safety needs of jail vs. attorney/client privilege) 
 
• More contact rooms will also allow supervised release officers and other partners the 

ability to meet with inmates more readily 

  

2. Additional Space Need Recommendation and Other Considerations 

3. Design Assumption Recommendation and Other Considerations 
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Initial Subcommittee Discussion Questions 
 

 
 

 
 
• Could current pretrial diversion practices be expanded to include a broader range of 

crimes (i.e. Residential Burglary) or individuals who may have a prior conviction as 
opposed to just first offenders only?  Scott Jackson mentioned although PCS cases are 
allowed, most individuals on diversion are for property crimes.  Scott also mentioned there 
is a group at PAs office looking at which misdemeanor charges are currently allowed and 
perhaps expanding in that area. 

 

• Pre-trial - law enforcement controls who is arrested and taken into custody – most felons 
are arrested and placed into custody – do we have the capability to “cite and release” on 
felons (would undoubtedly result in more charges being referred to PA and summons) 

 
• Pre-trial could we implement a Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion program  (LEAD) 

similar to Seattle and Multnomah county as a pre booking diversion for those suspected 
of lower level drug and property crimes  

 
• Once a defendant is in custody are there ways we could get quicker referrals to diversion 

and specialty courts?  Reinstate the intake unit was mentioned as a possible solution 
 
• Current Supervised Release Program for those already in jail – Amber Emery spoke about 

the Public Safety Assessment Screening Tool used in Yakima as a better tool to get more 
information to the court and attorneys at the time of 1st app for better release decisions – 
we also talked about actively supervising offenders rather than just check in system (cost 
will shift and we’ll have to have capability of putting people back in custody if they don’t 
comply) 

1. Identify new practices or programs the court system can adopt to 
reduce jail time and increase long-term positive outcomes for offenders? 
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• We discussed whether we could expand some of the other specialty courts to pre-plea 

options much like we are doing currently with MHC 

 
• District Court allows offenders to report every morning on walk-in warrants – could 

Superior Court implement the same? 
 
• Could we expand our work crew programs – Lou Byrd suggested looking at having night 

work crews – it was also mentioned having different pick-up locations for offenders to 
report for those with transportation difficulties to Mabry – currently utilizing Connectix 
which sends text message reminders with more successful show up rate since 
implementing  

 
• Would Superior Court consider using EHC as a sentencing alternative?  Amber mentioned 

there is a movement statewide encouraging jails to use the EHC alternative more based 
on a recent meeting attended by corrections staff. 

 
• The cost to implement or expand above suggestions was mentioned – County Manager 

Shawn Henessee proposed a criminal justice sales tax as opposed to jail tax for potential 
funding 

 

 
 
• Pre-trial use of technology such as Connectrex or AutoMon to send text message and email 

reminders of court dates and to help monitor those on supervised release would help cut 
down on warrants for those that fail to appear 

 
• Broaden use of video arraignment equipment – upgrade equipment as needed to make sure 

all parties can be heard 
 

2. How can the courts use technology to make the system more 
efficient and reduce the jail population? 
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• Technology to assist attorneys in better access to clients housed at the jail as opposed to in 
person visits. 
 
 

 
 

• Earlier Mental Health and Chemical Dependency assessments and treatment could 
ameliorate conditions that result in non-appearance (Judge Veljacic) 

 
• Judge Lewis suggested resolving cases quicker – which would involve quicker discovery, 

pre-trial offers being made and interviews completed as well as Judges not granting 
continuances as frequently as current practice 

 
• State wide task force looking at Trueblood funds to reduce significant time spent in 

custody for an offender waiting to be transferred to WSH for competency restoration – one 
member of our subcommittee suggested waiting perio 

 

3. Identify other practical solution to reduce jail time for lower level 
offenders. 


